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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Overview

Current networking technology has two major limitations:

■ Availability of bandwidth cannot be predicted in terms of quantity or quality.

Applications that require a specific quality of service, specifically bandwidth

and delay, cannot currently reserve the quality of service they need.

■ It is difficult to control which applications or users get a share of the available

bandwidth because it is impossible to differentiate between different types of

traffic. An application or a user can take control of all the available bandwidth,

preventing other applications or users from using the network.

Solaris
™

Bandwidth Manager software controls the bandwidth allocated to

applications, users, and organizations sharing the same intranet or Internet link. It

enables Internet service providers (ISPs) and MIS departments to:

■ Gain full control of network traffic

■ Ensure bandwidth for mission-critical business applications

■ Reduce traffic congestion and increase network efficiency

■ Control user and application access to network resources

■ Gather detailed network-use statistics and accounting data to enable billing for

resources used

■ Provide differentiated classes of service to users

How Bandwidth Management Works

Solaris Bandwidth Manager works by sorting traffic into classes based on the

application type, source and destination addresses, URL, and type-of-service field.

It then schedules the traffic according to the minimum and maximum bandwidth

defined for each class.
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Product Architecture

Solaris Bandwidth Manager contains these major components:

■ The administration tool, which provides a graphical interface for configuring

bandwidth allocation

■ The policy agent, which implements the configuration and handles communication

with the kernel module

■ The kernel module, which is viewed as a STREAMS module by the IP stack

and contains the packet classifier and packet scheduler

■ The Java
TM

technology, C statistics, and accounting APIs

■ The configuration API

Interface with Accounting and Billing

Statistics and accounting data extracted from Solaris Bandwidth Manager can be

input into billing systems. Four output possibilities exist: ASCII format, NetFlow,

Java and C APIs, or SNMP.

Accounting data includes details such as sender and receiver IP addresses, packet

and byte counts, time stamps, and application port numbers. Thus, both Internet

service providers and enterprise customers may choose from a variety of charging

parameters including time of day, bandwidth usage, application usage, traffic class,

and so on.

Customizing and Extending the Product

The Java and C APIs included with Solaris Bandwidth Manager enable the

development of JavaBeans
™

plug-ins or applications. The JavaBeans plug-ins are

placed directly in the Solaris Bandwidth Manager policy agent. The applications

either access Solaris Bandwidth Manager remotely, or exist on the same local

machine.

Topologies and Examples

In addition to an overview of Solaris Bandwidth Manager, this white paper also

provides examples of typical topologies and configuration planning examples.
2 Solaris Bandwidth Manager



CHAPTER 2

The Need for Guaranteed
Bandwidth

Corporate networks are rapidly evolving from a classic client/server paradigm

toward an intranet-based model, founded on information-sharing and Web

navigation. The resulting increased use of the network is causing increased demand

for bandwidth. Simply shackling on new connections and fatter pipes is not cost-

effective, and won’t guarantee availability where it’s most needed.

The emerging intranet-based computing model implies many new factors. And MIS

managers and service providers will have to take these into account when planning

networks and offering services to their customers:

■ Very different types of traffic coexist, with different requirements in terms of

quality of service. For example, interactive telnet traffic, real-time audio and

video traffic, and bulk FTP traffic.

■ It is becoming increasingly common for mission-critical applications to be

deployed on the intranet. These include enterprise resource planning (ERP)

applications such as SAP and Oracle. Also, use of e-commerce and business-to-

business transaction packages on extranets is increasing.

■ On servers, key resources such as CPU and memory are managed by system

management tools. Network bandwidth, which is an even more essential

resource, also requires management.

■ There is demand for increased amounts of bandwidth: People may stay on

the link for extended periods of time and download large amounts of data.

■ There is demand for guaranteed quality of service in terms of bandwidth and

minimum delay. Emerging Internet applications are both bandwidth-intensive

and time-sensitive, often requiring support for voice, video, and multimedia

applications across the network infrastructure.

■ User attitudes are changing: Users expect instant access to information without

delays or restrictions, especially if that information is critical to their work.
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Managing Network Capacity

Almost all network links are used by more than one user or application. This

means that the available bandwidth must be shared between them. Bandwidth

management tools provide management and control for how this is done.

If a network link is continuously congested, the link needs to be upgraded to

provide greater capacity. In many cases, however, the typical load on a link is within

the link capacity, and the link is congested only temporarily. Temporary congestion

is sometimes predictable. For example, typically there are peaks in network use at

certain times of the day or following an event. Other causes of temporary

congestion, such as the transfer of a large file, are not possible to predict.

If the average use of a link is within the link capacity, considerable improvements in

the performance of the network link can be made by managing how the available

bandwidth capacity is used. Allocating bandwidth to a specific type of traffic helps

to optimize the usage of the available bandwidth.

Current Limits

Today, two major limitations exist in current networking technology:

■ The bandwidth available on a link at any given moment cannot be predicted,

in terms of quantity or quality. Bandwidth management is needed to allow

applications that require a specific quality of service, namely bandwidth

and delay, to reserve the bandwidth quality of service they need.

■ It is difficult to control which applications or users get a share of the available

bandwidth. In some circumstances, an application or a user can take control of all

the available bandwidth, preventing other applications or users from utilizing the

network. To solve this problem, companies can either add extra capacity at extra

cost, resulting in an over-provisioned network that still doesn’t guarantee equal

access, or they can introduce bandwidth allocation.

Service-Level Agreements

Virtual private networks (VPNs) are popular value-added Internet services, which

corporations are increasingly utilizing. Enterprise customers seeking a VPN provider

are more likely to sign with an ISP that can offer a contractual service-level

agreement that guarantees quality of service (QoS).

While service-level agreements cannot yet guarantee end-to-end service across

the public Internet, they can be implemented for transport over a single vendor

network, or for Internet server hosting. In these areas, a service-level agreement

is an important differentiator for an ISP.
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Generally, customers subscribe to a particular class of service (for example, premium

or standard), and sign a service-level agreement accordingly. Packet throughput is

monitored as part of the agreement.

Value-added services, including security and hosting, are predicted to grow rapidly.

ISPs that want a piece of the pie clearly need to implement bandwidth management

in order to meet service-level agreements that guarantee QoS. Only efficient

bandwidth management will enable them to tune network behavior so that users

have the QoS they paid for.

As service-level agreements become standard, they will be required within

corporations, as well. Departments will demand service-level agreements with the

corporate MIS department.

Service-Driven Networks

The new network service paradigm relies on what Sun Microsystems calls the

service-driven network. This is a responsive, reliable, modular infrastructure based

on the latest generation of management technology that is built on dynamic, flexible

management services.

To respond to today’s business needs, ISPs and large enterprises have no choice;

they must deploy the service-driven network. It enables them to deliver innovative

services (such as unified roaming, push browsers, multicast, and online shopping) to

customers more quickly and at a lower cost than ever before.

Efficient bandwidth management is a crucial component of the service-driven

network. When integrated with a distributed directory service and a policy-based

approach to management, it provides a powerful, flexible solution for provisioning

QoS across an entire network.
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CHAPTER 3

Solaris Bandwidth Manager

Solaris Bandwidth Manager software controls the bandwidth allocated to particular

applications, users, and organizations sharing the same intranet or Internet link. By

allowing network administrators to guarantee minimum bandwidth and prioritize

traffic, it enables them to prevent a small number of applications and users from

consuming all available bandwidth and causing major network congestion.

Solaris Bandwidth Manager meets the needs of ISPs and MIS departments that need

to offer their customers service-level agreements on a contractual basis, by enabling

them to:

■ Guarantee bandwidth for mission-critical business applications

■ Reduce traffic congestion and increase network efficiency

■ Control user and application access to network resources

■ Gather detailed network-use statistics and accounting data which enables billing

for resources used

■ Provide differentiated classes of service to users

Key Features
■ Incoming and outgoing traffic is managed based on traffic type (telnet, FTP,

e-mail, NFS), end-user source or destination address, and organization source or

destination address.

■ Bandwidth management rules can be configured to map organization, systems,

or geographical layouts.

■ Can be integrated with an LDAP directory server. User profiles and bandwidth

management policies can be stored in the directory and dynamically retrieved by

Solaris Bandwidth Manager.

■ Any type of UDP/TCP-based traffic can be managed by Solaris Bandwidth

Manager software, which works within a heterogeneous environment without

any modification of the systems accessing the gateway.
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■ Runs on top of WAN links such as PPP, as well as LAN links such as Ethernet and

FDDI.

■ Works seamlessly with routers, providing TOS field marking and NetFlow data

exporting.

■ Java technology-based graphical user interface makes it easy to specify

bandwidth allocation policies, and enables remote monitoring and configuration.

■ Provides a full set of reporting utilities to track how bandwidth is used, and how

efficiently the traffic provisioning rules are working. Reports can interface with

most spreadsheet software.

■ Detailed flow- and class-based accounting information is provided through ASCII

output, NetFlow, and SNMP. Java and C APIs enable interfacing with billing

applications.

■ Customizable and extensible, the software comes with Java configuration APIs

and a dynamically configurable policy agent based on the Java Dynamic

Management
™

Kit. Companies can develop Java plug-ins of their own, and slot

these into the policy agent.

Key Benefits
■ Gives full control of network traffic to the network administrator, and prevents a

small number of applications or users from consuming all the available

bandwidth.

■ Enables service providers to ensure adequate levels of service without over

provisioning their network or overbooking bandwidth. As a result, it helps

network administrators to get the most out of their existing network resources.

■ Reduces the risk of network congestion.

■ QoS policies can be defined corporate-wide, and dynamically adjusted according

to local conditions.

■ Integrates into existing, heterogeneous environments with no software or

hardware upgrades required.

Who Needs It?

LAN Administrators

A LAN administrator leasing a network connection from a service provider can use

Solaris Bandwidth Manager to make the most efficient use of the leased capacity.
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Bandwidth management makes sure that the higher-priority traffic is sent first, and

also helps ensure the maximum use of the capacity paid for. It is no longer necessary

to over-specify requirements just to guarantee that priority traffic can be sent. In fact,

LAN administrators may even be able to reduce the leased capacity.

MIS Managers

Solaris Bandwidth Manager enables MIS managers of large corporations to regulate

the traffic in their network, providing network services to numerous clients.

A guaranteed minimum of bandwidth can be provided to a department, and as a

bonus, additional bandwidth can be delivered when it is not required by other

departments. This makes capacity planning both easier and more accurate.

Web Service Providers

Solaris Bandwidth Manager enables Web service providers to guarantee client

companies that a given bandwidth is available to customers visiting their Web sites.

Today, many Web providers' charges are based either on disk space usage or the

number of times a site is visited. Disk space used is not a good indication of the cost

to the provider, since a small site that is visited frequently can be as expensive to

provide as a large site that is visited less frequently. Using the number of visits to a

site is a better indicator of the cost to the provider, but is potentially an unbounded

cost for the client. With Solaris Bandwidth Manager, Web service providers can

charge clients for delivering guaranteed bandwidth to their sites.

Internet Service Providers

Solaris Bandwidth Manager enables ISPs to provide various classes of services to

customers. For example, they could offer Premium and Standard services, each with

guaranteed minimum access levels, to suit the needs and budgets of their customers.

Solaris Bandwidth Manager extracts usage statistics through an accounting API. This

information can then be used by billing package, to provide real-time, usage-based

billing.

Enterprise Service Providers

An enterprise service provider that is hosting applications and databases for

commercial companies that want to outsource hosting of such mission-critical

business tools can use Solaris Bandwidth Manager. It guarantees client companies

that a given quality of service is available to users when they are accessing

applications and databases. It also enables billing on a per-usage basis.
8 Solaris Bandwidth Manager



CHAPTER 4

How Bandwidth Management
Works

Solaris Bandwidth Manager enables network administrators to manage the

bandwidth used by IP traffic by:

■ Allocating traffic to a class based on the application type, source and destination

addresses, URL group, or a combination, then assigning individual limits for each

class. For example, “traffic to engineering must have at least 50 percent of the

link,” or “HTTP traffic cannot exceed 10 percent of the link.”

■ Prioritizing traffic. Some types of traffic, for example, interactive traffic generated

when using telnet or rlogin, need a quick response time. Solaris Bandwidth

Manager can assign a higher priority to that traffic. Traffic that does not require

a quick response time, such as a file transfer using FTP, can be assigned a lower

priority.

By balancing the bandwidth allocated to different types of network traffic and the

relative priorities, network performance can be optimized.

Provisioning Rules

The provisioning rules used by Solaris Bandwidth Manager to classify traffic are

based on the following filters:

■ Traffic type, corresponding to TCP/IP or UDP ports or services (HTTP, FTP,

e-mail, news, telnet, NFS, and so on)

■ Source or destination IP address: Facilitates discrimination between traffic coming

from different machines

■ Network, subnetwork source, or destination IP address: Enables discrimination

between specific organizations or based on network topology

■ URL: Wild cards in the URL specification may be included

■ Type-of-service (TOS) value
9



Filters can be combined using hierarchies. For instance, a specific QoS can be

assigned to all the traffic originating from an organization. Within this traffic, a

subset of the specified QoS is reserved for e-mail.

For the first four filters, groups of items can be specified, for example, a group

of several URLs or several IP addresses.

Fine-Grained Filtering

Bandwidth allocation based simply on filtering by protocol is not sufficient to meet

bandwidth management needs.

One of the key issues in this area is the extensive use of HTML/HTTP systems for e-

commerce. A fine level of granularity is needed for bandwidth management to take

into account more than just the protocol when assessing the relative importance of

network traffic. Bandwidth management must base allocation not only on protocol

type, but also on the applications and users involved. Solaris Bandwidth Manager

enables just this type of fine-grained filtering.

Provisioning Examples

Some examples of the specifications which can be defined using provisioning

include:

■ Ensure that telnet traffic from workstation A, B, or C has a minimum allocated

bandwidth of five percent over a leased line.

■ Reserve 50 percent of a WAN link to traffic that originates from machines located

in offices A, B, and C. Within this 50 percent, reserve 10 percent for NFS traffic.

■ Ensure that FTP transfer from machine B in office Y will not use more than 30

percent of the capacity of the line between offices Y and X.

Traffic Classification and Scheduling

Class definitions are hierarchical, and every class has a parent. For example, if a class

for FTP traffic and a class for FTP traffic to a host called pear are defined, the classes

are connected in a hierarchy as shown below.

In this example, the FTP class is a child of the root class and is the parent of the ftp-
to-pear class.

root

ftp

ftp-to-pear
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The configuration of Solaris Bandwidth Manager software specifies the set of known

classes for a network node defined in terms of some or all of these factors. It also

allocates a percentage of bandwidth and a priority to each class. The priority of a

class is an integer from 1 (highest priority) to 7 (lowest priority).

When a packet arrives, the packet classifier analyzes the packet protocol, source

information, and destination information and allocates the packet to a class queue

where it waits to be processed. If the queue to which a packets is allocated is full, the

packet is dropped. Normal retransmission ensures that the packet is sent again.

The Solaris Bandwidth Manager scheduler uses the percentage bandwidth

configured and the priority for each class to decide the order in which class queues

are processed. Within a class queue, the packets are processed on a first-in, first-out

basis. When the network traffic reaches the maximum allocated to a class, packets

from the next class in priority order are processed.

Bandwidth Borrowing

Each class is allocated a percentage of the available bandwidth, and when that limit

is reached, normally no more traffic from that class can be forwarded. However, if

the network link is not being fully used, a class can temporarily borrow bandwidth

from its parent class, and send traffic at a percentage that exceeds its allocation (up

to a predefined maximum bandwidth).

Similarly, if the bandwidth of a child class is not being fully used, the parent of that

class can use it. The amount of spare bandwidth allocated to a class depends on the

percentage of bandwidth that the class can borrow. This is the maximum bandwidth.

Spare bandwidth is allocated among the highest priority classes first until there is no

more spare bandwidth, or until those classes all reach their maximum bandwidth. If

this happens, then the remainder of the spare bandwidth is divided between the

next highest priority classes, and so on.

It is possible to define a class that has zero-percent bandwidth bandwidth allocated

but may borrow bandwidth from its parent class. A packet allocated to such a class

is forwarded only if there is no other traffic of higher priority waiting. Allocating

zero percent and no borrowing to a class means that the class is blocked.
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How to Calculate Bandwidth Needs

There are no precise methods for choosing an initial configuration of Solaris

Bandwidth Manager. In practice, using an iterative approach is often the best way.

One method starts with a configuration that reflects the actual usage patterns —

perhaps adjusted to solve any serious problems, monitor the performance over

a period, and fine-tune the configuration.

Alternatively, another method starts by allocating equal bandwidth to all classes,

and then running in stats mode to monitor how traffic is classified, before allocating

real bandwidth percentages to classes.
12 Solaris Bandwidth Manager



CHAPTER 5

Product Architecture

Solaris Bandwidth Manager contains the following major components:

■ The administration tool, which provides a graphical interface for configuring

bandwidth allocation. This can be run as an applet or application from any

machine in the network that has a Java virtual machine.

■ The policy agent, which implements the configuration and handles communication

with the kernel module.

■ The kernel module, which is viewed as a STREAMS module by the IP stack.

It contains the classifier and the scheduler.

■ The classifier allocates packets to a class queue according to information in the

IP or application header.

■ The scheduler sends the queued packets according to the predefined priority

and transfer rate for each class. It can also mark the TOS fields of IP packets

to a specific value.

■ The Java and C statistics and accounting APIs, which provide an interface for

gathering statistics and accounting information about packet classification

and throughput. This data can be used as an input to a billing system.

■ The configuration API, which enables modification of the Solaris Bandwidth

Manager configuration from any custom application.
13
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Administration Tool

The administration tool can be used to configure Solaris Bandwidth Manager. It

communicates with the kernel module through the policy agent, and has two modes

of operation:

■ In online mode, the configuration currently being used by the kernel module can

be changed. This is useful if an immediate temporary change is required due to a

problem in the network. The current configuration may also be saved to preserve

any changes. With online mode, the consequences of a particular configuration

can be observed before being saved.

■ In offline mode, a configuration can be changed without disturbing the current

behavior of the kernel module. This is useful for making changes in the

configuration without disrupting users, and having the changes implemented

the next time the product is restarted.

The Policy Agent

The policy agent is the communications hub of Solaris Bandwidth Manager. It

controls the information sent to and from all other components, as well as the

policies that they operate.

The Packet Classifier

The packet classifier collects packets from the IP layer. It applies the filters defined

by the provisioning rules to assign each packet to a class. The class of a packet is

defined by one or more of the following factors:

■ IP source address

■ IP destination address

■ TCP or UDP source port

■ TCP or UDP destination port

■ Protocol (TCP or UDP)

■ URL

■ TOS value

This combination of factors enables very fine-grained filtering.
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URL Filtering

URL filtering uses wild cards to enable the following distinctions:

■ Using *.html , *.gif , and *.jpeg , the network administrator can distinguish

between text-based information (*.html ) and images (*.gif and *.jpeg ). This

distinction enables prioritization of text loading and specification of which images

will load in the background.

■ Between different intranet pages, prioritizing crucial information such as price

lists over archive files.

■ Between different URLs to restrict access to nonwork-related sites. For example,

the network administrator can prioritize access to www.sun.* over access to

www.games. *

The Packet Scheduler

The scheduler uses the percentage bandwidth configured and the priority for each

class to decide the order in which class queues are processed. Within a class queue,

the packets are processed on a first-in, first-out basis. When the network traffic

reaches the maximum allocated to a class, packets from the next class in priority

order are processed.

Type-of-Service Support

An IP packet contains a type-of-service (TOS) field, which conveys information

about how the packet should be processed. Solaris Bandwidth Manager can use

this information when classifying a packet. It can also change the information to

influence how the packet is processed.

The IP specification includes a definition of a TOS field in an IP packet header. This

is intended to be used by upper-layer protocols to pass information to the Internet

layer about how to optimize routing for the packet.

Network topology means that there are often a number of available routes between

the source and destination of a packet. Some routes are more reliable than others.

Some are expensive, while others are low cost but slow. The most suitable route

for a packet depends on the application and user, and might even vary with other

factors such as the time of day.
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The Internet layer has no direct knowledge of how to optimize a route for a given

application or user. The TOS facility is intended to provide hints about how best

to route a packet, influencing both queueing algorithms and routing. The possible

settings of the TOS field are:

■ Minimize delay

■ Maximize throughput

■ Maximize reliability

■ Minimize monetary cost

■ Normal service

The TOS facility has not been widely used in the past, but the Internet Engineering

Task Force (IETF) is now working to modify the definition of TOS and encourage its

use. Solaris Bandwidth Manager can be configured to use the TOS field value as a

classification criterion. The scheduler can override the TOS value if necessary when

sending out a packet, using different priorities according to the predefined

configuration.
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CHAPTER 6

Monitoring, Accounting, and Billing

Solaris Bandwidth Manager provides real-time statistics on resource usage as well as

service level agreement, commitment-level information (when combined with the

right applications). This information can be used for monitoring network usage,

or as input to accounting and billing systems.
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Statistics

Statistics information includes per-class and per-flow statistics on:

■ Number of bytes and of packets sent

■ Number of bytes and of packets dropped

■ Average throughput

■ Number of borrows from a class to its parent.

Flows

A flow is a complete exchange of information between a sender and a recipient,

as seen from the user's point of view. Examples of flows include sending a mail

message or downloading a Web page.

Monitoring flows rather than classes gives a more accurate picture of network usage

at finer granularity. This helps to predict future network needs more accurately, and

provides information that can be used in accounting.

Monitoring Statistics

There are several ways by which statistics and accounting information can be

extracted from Solaris Bandwidth Manager:

■ Statistics can be viewed directly and displayed graphically via the Java

administration tool (for example, Sun Management Center). They can also be

viewed in ASCII format via a command -line interface.

■ Statistics may be viewed via any billing or accounting package compatible with

version 5 of the CISCO NetFlow protocol.

■ Java and C APIs can be used to build monitoring utilities or integrate Solaris

Bandwidth Manager statistics into monitoring systems.

■ A simple network management protocol (SNMP) management information base

(MIB) is included with Solaris Bandwidth Manager. The MIB data can be

extracted, processed, and viewed using an appropriate tool.

Interface with Accounting and Billing

Statistics extracted from Solaris Bandwidth Manager can be input into the

accounting function in billing systems. Four output possibilities exist:

■ ASCII format
19



■ NetFlow

■ Java and C APIs

■ SNMP

ASCII Format

An accounting agent collects accounting information and outputs it in ASCII format,

which can be accepted by a billing system.

Accounting data includes details such as sender and receiver IP addresses, packet

and byte counts, time stamps, and application port numbers. Thus, both Internet

service providers and enterprise customers may choose from a variety of charging

parameters, including time of day, bandwidth usage, application usage, and traffic

class. Accounting data also provides the base for billing for advanced, QoS-enabled

IP services.

NetFlow

NetFlow support is built into Solaris Bandwidth Manager. NetFlow technology,

developed by Cisco Systems, allows the collecting and processing of information

for accounting and billing, network planning, and network monitoring.

Rating tables

Billing Invoice
Accounting
Database

ASCII

Solaris
Bandwidth
Manager
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Solaris Bandwidth Manager can be configured to send NetFlow v5 datagrams

directly to Cisco NetFlow FlowCollector software (which is supported by the Solaris

Operating Environment).

Java and C APIs

The inclusion of Java and C APIs with Solaris Bandwidth Manager allows

for development of custom applications for real-time, usage-based billing.

For example, proprietary applications can be built for local collection of accounting

data and aggregation into a centralized billing application.
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The local application collects local accounting information and events (such as new

flow and end of flow). It reacts to traffic thresholds and events, managing these

locally or escalating events to the central billing application.

SNMP

Traffic statistics and configuration information can be read by any standard network

management application, such as Solstice SunNet Manager
™

or Solstice Enterprise

Manager
™

, via the SNMP interface included in Solaris Bandwidth Manager.

Customizing and Extending the Product

The Java and C APIs included with Solaris Bandwidth Manager enable the

development of JavaBeans plug-ins or applications.

The JavaBeans plug-ins are placed directly in the Solaris Bandwidth Manager policy

agent. The applications either access Solaris Bandwidth Manager remotely, or exist

on the same local machine.

Plug-ins

Java plug-ins can be developed to implement network usage policies. For instance,

a plug-in could perform internal statistics monitoring and react to statistics events

by instigating an action. The action could be to generate an alert, or to dynamically

change the configuration of Solaris Bandwidth Manager.

An example is a plug-in that checks traffic statistics. If it detects that Premium Class

traffic is reaching capacity, it can dynamically reconfigure Solaris Bandwidth

Manager. As a result, Standard Class traffic is disconnected to ensure guaranteed

access to Premium Class traffic.

Applications

Solaris Bandwidth Manager APIs can be used to develop management applications,

or to interface with existing management applications. For example, an application

could be developed that provides a graphical user interface to integrate Solaris

Bandwidth Manager into a proprietary network management solution.
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CHAPTER 7

Installation Environments

Configuration Choices

Solaris Bandwidth Manager can be installed in two modes: Traffic Manager

or Application Controller.

IP Transparent Mode: Traffic Management

Solaris Bandwidth Manager can be installed in “IP-transparent” mode on a host

between a LAN and a router. In this mode, it acts as a traffic manager, controlling

access to the network (LAN, WAN, or Internet).

This mode is called IP-transparent because the host running Solaris Bandwidth

Manager is completely transparent to the IP network, and is perceived as just

another machine connected to the LAN. The LAN and the WAN behave as though

they are directly connected through the router only. It is not necessary to modify the

routing tables.
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Server Mode: Application Control

Installed on a host that is a source of IP traffic, Solaris Bandwidth Manager acts as an

application controller, controlling output from a server to the network (LAN, WAN,

or Internet) and corresponding incoming traffic. The server may be a file,

application, or Web server. Traffic is controlled by server or by application.

High Availability (HA)

When Solaris Bandwidth Manager is used in transparent mode, any failure of the

hardware or software could result in link unavailability. Several standard solutions

guarantee higher availability:

■ Path redundancy with intelligent routing algorithms such as OSPF

■ Router redundancy with Hot Standby Routing Protocol combined with a routing

protocol that converges very rapidly (such as EIGRP)

■ Link redundancy with link monitoring by fault-tolerant transceivers or switches,

and use of spanning tree protocol

Integration with Directory Services

Service level agreements, QoS guarantees, and other such services are becoming

increasingly critical to the success of service providers in attracting and retaining

clients. These services must generally be linked to the user rather than to a particular

device. To provide guaranteed QoS on a user-by-user basis, information about users,

network devices, and services has to be stored in a single, distributed data store.

LAN

Application
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Solaris
Bandwidth
Manager

Users
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Solaris Bandwidth Manager configuration information and policy information

can be stored using an LDAP directory service. As a result, a company must

maintain only one directory of user profiles, which is accessible from anywhere on

the network and by each instance of Solaris Bandwidth Manager. The benefits are

obvious: reduced data administration overheads, greater accessibility of data, and

improved accuracy.
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CHAPTER 8

Typical Topologies

Case Study 1: Web Hosting

This example shows Solaris Bandwidth Manager in a Web hosting environment.

Traffic outgoing from the server farm is prioritized by server or application. This

enables the ISP to guarantee bandwidth to each customer according to the terms

of the hosting contract.
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Case Study 2: Point of Presence

In this example, Solaris Bandwidth Manager is being used to regulate the traffic

generated by LAN-based PCs accessing the Internet.

Case Study 3: Cross Domain

This example demonstrates Solaris Bandwidth Manager used to regulate use of the

network to ensure that the branch office can access important applications and data

on the corporate network. For example, this ensures that access to the corporate

sales database is given priority over Internet access during core office hours.

Configuration Planning Example

This section contains an example of bandwidth management being used within

the European network of the Example Corporation at three points: Paris, Bonn,

and London.

In the example, the Paris and Bonn sites each have a busy LAN, and route traffic

from the LAN and from other sites on to the London site. From Paris to London

there is a 256-Kbps line. From Bonn to London there is a 768-Kbps line. There is also

a dial-up link directly from Paris to Bonn. London has its own LAN, and routes

traffic from it, Paris, and Bonn to a U.S. site over a 10-Mbps line.
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At all three sites, the network administrator monitored the actual network usage

over a period of time, and asked users what they thought were the three most

important uses of the network. The data for the Paris site is shown here, with the

configuration that was designed.

Actual Network Use for Paris Site

The network users at the Paris site consider e-mail, file transfer, and Web access to be

the most important uses of the network. The actual usage pattern is shown below.

Using the data on network use and user input, the network administrator designed

the class hierarchy shown below:
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1%
5% 8%

34%

HTTP Telnet SNMP SMTP E-mail FTP
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HTTP
to Bonn
to London and U.S.
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E-mail
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Bandwidth Allocation on the Paris Server

The priorities and percentages of assigned bandwidth are shown in the table above.

This configuration is an example of how the allocated bandwidth and class priority

can be combined to optimize network usage.

Bandwidth is allocated according to observation of current usage patterns, and

constraints that have been decided upon, in order to improve service. The highest

priority is given to traffic types that need access to available bandwidth when

necessary. Usually, this is the case for interactive traffic and system monitoring

traffic.

In this example, telnet and SNMP traffic are given the highest priority and a

sufficient percentage of the guaranteed bandwidth. Note that if unused, this

bandwidth can be borrowed by other traffic in priority order.

With this configuration, the bandwidth used by FTP traffic is constrained to 15

percent, contrasting with the current usage figure of over 30 percent. FTP is given

the lowest priority.

Class Description
Percentage
Bandwidth
Allocated

Priority

Root 5 1

HTTP to Bonn 5 3

HTTP to London or U.S. 10 3

HTTP (to elsewhere) 5 5

Telnet 30 1

SNMP 5 1

E-mail 20 4

FTP 15 7

Default 5 7
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CHAPTER 9

Additional Resources

For more information on how to configure and maintain Solaris Bandwidth Manager

software in a wide variety of configurations and application environments, Sun

provides:

■ Solaris Bandwidth Manager Web Site (www.sun.com/software/bandwidth)

Contains additional product information, such as:

■ Brief overview

■ Features and benefits

■ Software system requirements

■ Product datasheet

■ FAQs

■ White papers

■ Virtual demo
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